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Abstract 

Research has demonstrated that confident individuals gain social influence 
because their confidence signals competence rather than dominance in 
settings in which they do not experience a disagreement with others. We 
extend this research by exploring felt competitiveness, as reflected by 
perceptions of goal opposition between perceivers and others. In settings 
where people experience a disagreement, we explore the impact of felt 
competitiveness on the association between expressed confidence and 
social perceptions of the expresser’s competence and dominance, and how 
these shape persuasiveness. We conducted a field study examining dyadic 
interactions between coworkers (Study 1) and two experiments 
manipulating competitiveness and confidence (Studies 2-3). Results showed 
that high competitiveness neutralizes the positive association between 
expressed confidence and perceived competence, thus eliminating the 
positive indirect effect of expressed confidence on persuasiveness. Results 
also demonstrated a stronger positive association between expressed 
confidence and perceived dominance when competitiveness is higher. 
However, perceived dominance did not consistently predict persuasiveness, 
suggesting that the dominance results should be interpreted with caution. 
Overall, our findings offer novel implications regarding how the social 
influence processes of confidence expressions are shaped by felt 
competitiveness. 
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Data Availability Statement 

  
All data are at https://osf.io/qmtw8/?view_only=d6ab6c5722d048d1b7774c14be3cebad. Pre-
registrations can be found at https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=GFE_EKW (Study 2) and 
https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=2mw5eg (Study 3). Study 1 was not pre-registered.   

 
Introduction 

 
Expressed confidence, or the extent to which people display certainty regarding their favorable 

attitudes toward their ideas regarding task issues (Owens, 1993), creates different social perceptions 
that may persuade perceivers to make specific decisions. Prior research has shown that expressed 
confidence can signal task-relevant competence (Anderson et al., 2012) and create an impression of 
dominance (Kimble & Seidel, 1991). Research has also examined whether a speaker’s expressed 
confidence persuades participants to make a specific choice by conveying the speaker’s competence 
and dominance (Van Zant & Berger, 2020). Specifically, Van Zant and Berger (2020) found that 
expressed confidence increased persuasiveness via perceptions of competence rather than 
dominance. Importantly, these authors explore expressed confidence and perceptions of competence 
and dominance in a context in which individuals did not form preferences or disagree with the 
expresser’s proposal before making choices. In contrast, when people have conflict with one another, 
they tend to affirm their distinct opinions and question others’ competence (Langfred, 2007). Thus, 
when people experience disagreements in which they have already formed opinions, individuals may 
view others’ expressed confidence as a tool to dominate others rather than as a cue of competence. 

To examine social perceptions of confidence in conflict situations, we investigate the 
contingent links between a counterpart’s expressed confidence and perceptions of the counterpart’s 
competence and dominance during disagreements regarding task-relevant issues. By “counterpart” 
we refer to a coworker or a co-decider for a task. Specifically, we explore the moderating effects of 
felt competitiveness on the relationships between expressed confidence and perceptions of 
competence and dominance during a task disagreement. Felt competitiveness describes situations in 
which perceivers experience that their goals are in opposition to a counterpart’s goals; they are more 
likely to succeed when the counterpart fails (Tjosvold et al., 2022). Tjosvold and colleagues (2022) also 
distinguish competitiveness from conflict (e.g., task-relevant or interpersonal disagreement); these 
authors regard competitiveness as a separate factor that influences interactions in conflict situations. 
Thus, we consider felt competitiveness as a moderator that differs from our study context of task-
relevant disagreement. 

Moreover, we expect that higher competitiveness will lead perceivers to view expressed 
confidence both as a signal of less competence and as a signal of more dominance because people 
tend to discount a perceived competitor’s knowledge (Menon & Blount, 2003) and focus on actions 
conveying self-interest motives in a competitive climate (Tjosvold et al., 2022). Therefore, we examine 
the indirect interaction effects of confidence expressions and felt competitiveness on persuasiveness 
via perceived competence and dominance. Persuasiveness indicates the extent to which a 
counterpart influences the perceivers who initially have dissenting opinions with the counterpart 
(Chang et al., 2018). Overall, our investigation provides theoretical and practical implications for how 
people can display confidence to convey social perceptions and optimize their persuasiveness. Figure 
1 presents the model tested across studies.  
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Figure 1. Conceptual Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: We use the sign “(-)” or “(+)” to indicate the weakening or strengthening effect of felt competitiveness. Specifically, it 
weakens the positive association between a counterpart’s confidence expression and perceived counterpart competence. 
Moreover, it strengthens the positive association between a counterpart’s confidence expression and perceived counterpart 
dominance. 
 

Our work contributes to research on confidence and its social influence processes in two 
aspects. First, we examine whether a counterpart’s confidence expression signals competence and 
dominance and thus shapes persuasiveness in a novel context (i.e., during task-relevant 
disagreements). Existing research has investigated the interpersonal impacts of confidence only in a 
“non-disagreement” context (e.g., Anderson et al., 2012; Kennedy et al., 2013), whereas our studies 
add contextual nuance to the interpersonal effects of confidence. Our investigation also differs from 
most existing work that has examined the benefits of improving self-confidence in a conflict context 
without investigating perceptions of another’s confidence (e.g., Brown & Baer, 2011; Martin & Phillips, 
2017). Second, we explore the moderating effects of felt competitiveness on the relationships 
between expressed confidence and interpersonal perceptions of expressers. In non-disagreement 
contexts, research has commonly shown the positive effects of expressed confidence on perceived 
competence and interpersonal influence (e.g., Anderson et al., 2012; Kennedy et al., 2013), and has 
found inconsistent links between expressed confidence and perceived dominance, including 
significant positive relationships (Kimble & Seidel, 1991) and non-significant relationships (Van Zant & 
Berger, 2020). However, we propose different conditional relationships between expressed 
confidence and perception outcomes during disagreements, depending on the level of felt 
competitiveness. That is, we anticipate a weaker relationship between expressed confidence and 
perceived competence and a stronger link between expressed confidence and perceived dominance 
when felt competitiveness is higher. In turn, we expect these relationships to affect persuasiveness. 
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Effects of Expressed Confidence on Perceived Competence and Dominance  
 

Expressed confidence may create perceptions of both competence and dominance. 
Expressed confidence often signals relevant expertise (Van Zant & Berger, 2020), thus enhancing 
competence perceptions, or evaluations of productiveness and effectiveness at work or with a task 
(Tsai et al., 2020). Empirical evidence also supports positive associations between confident claims 
and competence perceptions. That is, individuals who express more confidence in their ideas are 
rated as more competent by others (Anderson et al., 2012). Relatedly, when advisors display more 
confidence in their recommendations, they receive higher competence ratings from others (Sniezek 
& Van Swol, 2001). 

In contrast, expressed confidence may also foster dominance perceptions because confident 
individuals focus on their interests and undermine others’ suggestions, such as discounting others’ 
advice (See et al., 2011) and preventing others from participating in a task (Locke & Anderson, 2015). 
Dominance perceptions describe assessments of a person’s assertiveness and forcefulness over 
others (Anderson & Kilduff, 2009). These perceptions differ from confidence because dominance 
perceptions involve overall assessments of a trait and do not contain task-related cues, whereas 
expressing confidence indicates task-relevant information (Locke & Anderson, 2015). Prior work does 
suggest connections between confidence and dominance: more confident people who speak with 
greater intensity are perceived as conveying higher levels of assertiveness (Kimble & Seidel, 1991), and 
speakers who read arguments involving confident phrases (e.g., “obviously”) aloud are rated as more 
dominant than those who read the same arguments with doubtful phrases (e.g., “I don’t know”; 
Scherer et al., 1973). Further, individuals who receive confidence training are perceived as more 
dominant than those without training (Li et al., 2020). However, other work has demonstrated a non-
significant association between perceptions of a speaker’s confidence and dominance (Van Zant & 
Berger, 2020). Some researchers also argue that confidence does not necessarily convey a desire to 
control others and thus is differentiated from dominance (Locke & Anderson, 2015). Therefore, based 
on prior research, expressed confidence effectively signals competence and inconsistently conveys 
dominance in non-disagreement contexts. 
 
Competitiveness Weakens the Effect of Expressed Confidence on Perceived Competence 
 

We propose that felt competitiveness weakens the positive association between confidence 
expressions and perceived competence. As discussed previously, expressed confidence enhances 
perceived competence because this expression signals task-relevant knowledge (Van Zant & Berger, 
2020). However, according to the relational model of knowledge valuation (Menon & Blount, 2003), a 
confident competitor’s knowledge may be underestimated. This model predicts that perceivers will 
discount an internal group member’s knowledge (e.g., a work colleague’s expertise) because they fear 
a loss of their status if the member’s ideas are used instead of their own (Menon & Pfeffer, 2003). 
When the perceivers' proposals are less valuable than the member’s proposals, perceivers experience 
negative feelings that motivate them to defend their ideas (Menon & Blount, 2003). Research has also 
shown that people feel reluctant to use a rival colleague’s knowledge due to concerns about poor self-
image, such as having a lack of originality and independence (Menon et al., 2006). Thus, we expect 
that a counterpart’s expressed confidence will less effectively convey competence under high 
competitiveness because perceivers may discount the confident counterpart’s knowledge.   
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H1.: The positive relationship between a counterpart’s expressed confidence and perceptions of the 
counterpart’s competence during a disagreement will be moderated by felt competitiveness, such that the 
positive relationship will be weaker when competitiveness is higher. 
 
Competitiveness Enhances the Effect of Expressed Confidence on Perceived Dominance 

 
We propose that felt competitiveness strengthens the positive association between expressed 

confidence and perceived dominance. As noted above, expressed confidence can convey dominance 
because confident people may be seen as focusing on their own interests rather than others’ (See et 
al., 2011). Such self-interest is more salient for perceivers under higher competitiveness and thus 
encourages the pursuit of personal gain at the expense of others (Tjosvold et al., 2004). For example, 
competitiveness has been shown to motivate people to impede others’ objectives, such as through 
disseminating deceptive information and creating hindrances to others’ work, because individuals 
anticipate that these actions will increase the likelihood of achieving their individual goals (Tjosvold et 
al., 2022). Individuals also continually compare their achievements with others’ accomplishments to 
maintain their positive standing in a competitive climate (Mohd. Shamsudin et al., 2023). Consequently, 
perceivers are likely to view a confident individual as more self-interested when competitiveness is 
higher, thus enhancing the association between expressed confidence and perceived dominance. 

H2.: The positive relationship between a counterpart’s expressed confidence and perceptions of the 
counterpart’s dominance during a disagreement will be moderated by felt competitiveness, such that the 
positive relationship will be stronger when competitiveness is higher. 
 
The Positive Association between Competence and Persuasiveness 
  

Our model further proposes a positive association between perceptions of a counterpart’s 
competence and the counterpart’s persuasiveness because perceptions of competence reflect 
assumptions about the expresser’s likely beneficial contributions to the task (Berger et al., 1980). 
Moreover, when individuals are perceived as more competent, they are more likely to influence others, 
as perceivers recognize this competence can help the whole group succeed (Berger et al., 1972). 
Supporting the positive link between perceived competence and influence, research has shown that 
perceptions of others’ competence are positively related to perceivers’ acceptance of the others’ 
dissenting opinions (Dooley & Fryxell, 1999), advice-taking (Sniezek & Van Swol, 2001), and perceivers’ 
willingness to follow a partner’s leadership (Ho et al., 2012). Therefore, perceived competence should 
positively predict persuasiveness. Taken together, we propose:  

H3.: A counterpart’s expressed confidence has a weaker positive indirect effect on the counterpart’s 
persuasiveness via perceptions of the counterpart’s competence during a disagreement when felt 
competitiveness is higher. 
 
The Positive or Negative Association between Dominance and Persuasiveness 
 
 Finally, our model posits that perceptions of a counterpart’s dominance may be positively or 
negatively associated with the counterpart’s persuasiveness during disagreements. A positive 
association may be due to a sense of urgency or pressure created by dominance (Van Zant & Berger, 
2020), which can compel perceivers to give in to the dominant person. To this point, research has 
demonstrated that dominance prompts concessions from a more submissive party (Cheng et al., 
2013). Relatedly, people with higher levels of trait dominance have been shown to influence others in 
various joint tasks, such as performing mechanical assignments (Smith & Foti, 1998) and distributing 
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resources to workers in a hypothetical organization (Anderson & Berdahl, 2002). However, perceived 
dominance may reduce persuasiveness because dominance elicits negative reactions (Driskell et al., 
1993). Supporting this reasoning, research has demonstrated that when people exhibit more 
dominance, they are less likely to achieve agreements (Brett et al., 2007) and more likely to create 
interpersonal conflicts (Strayer & Strayer, 1976). Thus, perceived dominance may positively or 
negatively predict persuasiveness. Jointly, we examine the mediating effects of perceived dominance 
based on the two competing hypotheses: 

H4a.: A counterpart’s expressed confidence has a stronger positive indirect effect on the 
counterpart’s persuasiveness via perceptions of the counterpart’s dominance during a disagreement when 
felt competitiveness is higher. 

H4b.: A counterpart’s expressed confidence has a stronger negative indirect effect on the 
counterpart’s persuasiveness via perceptions of the person’s dominance during a disagreement when felt 
competitiveness is higher. 

 
Overview of the Studies 

 
To test our hypotheses, we conducted three studies that captured interpersonal processes 

between coworkers (Study 1) and with a preprogrammed counterpart (Studies 2 and 3; experiments) 
in disagreement situations. The experiments were designed to replicate and extend Study 1 by 
including a behavioral measure of persuasiveness rather than relying on self-report, and by 
manipulating confidence expression and felt competitiveness. Studies 2 and 3 also tested the 
generalizability of the findings in a student sample (Study 2) and in a sample of adults from the general 
population (Study 3). Additionally, our studies build on one another by examining the cross-cultural 
generalizability of the findings across Asian (Taiwan in Study 1) and North American (Canada in Study 
2, the US in Study 3) samples. Finally, given that social influence has been shown to decrease with age 
(e.g., Knoll et al., 2015), we also targeted samples that differed in age (mid-to-late 30s for Studies 1 
and 3, early 20s for Study 2) to examine the robustness of our results. 

To promote transparency and openness, all study materials, data, information on key analysis 
syntax, codes, and software used, and additional supplemental analyses are available at 
https://osf.io/qmtw8/?view_only=d6ab6c5722d048d1b7774c14be3cebad. Pre-registrations for 
Studies 2 and 3 can be found at https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=GFE_EKW (Study 2) and 
https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=2mw5eg (Study 3). Study 1 was not pre-registered. Sample sizes 
were determined by the maximum number of available participants in the organization (Study 1) and 
the rate of voluntary signups in the university study pool (Study 2). The Study 3 sample size was 
predetermined based on available resources. All analyses were conducted only after study completion. 

 
Study 1: Three-wave Field Surveys with Coworker Dyads 

 
Study Setting, Participants, Procedures, and Design 
 

The top executive in a biotechnology business group in Taiwan (incorporated in 1945) 
accepted our request to collect data from employees in two of the pharmaceutical firms within the 
business group. Employees responded to the survey questions based on their observations regarding 
their interactions with their assigned coworker. Managers provided a list of 125 coworker dyads in 
which the two employees make joint decisions. Managers were asked to create these dyads manually 
based on appropriate pairings given what they knew about the work roles and decision processes. To 
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avoid unintentional demand effects, participants were told a coworker’s name was randomly assigned 
to them. They were informed to answer the survey questions regarding one specific coworker 
(participants saw the same name for each wave). Please see the supplemental materials for the list of 
survey questions. Participants were assured that all responses were confidential and neither 
managers nor any coworkers would have access to their responses. Study administrators scheduled 
multiple company visits to complete data collection. All employees agreed to complete the three-wave 
survey (25.60% male, 69.60% female, 4.8% other1: those who did not identify within the gender binary 
or preferred not to disclose gender information; M age = 38.46 years, SD age = 10.12 years; M time worked with 

coworkers = 3.40 years, SD time worked with coworkers = 4.07 years; M tenure = 7.42 years, SD tenure = 8.45 years). 
We used two weeks as the interval between survey waves because an interval of at least two 

weeks effectively reduces inflated relationships between constructs (Johnson et al., 2011). Paper 
surveys were administered in meeting rooms of the pharmaceutical firms with sufficient distance 
between participants so they could not read others’ responses. To facilitate compiling responses 
across waves and mitigate potential social desirability concerns, each participant used a unique 
pseudonym. Study administrators also informed participants that responses would be reviewed only 
by the research team and any personally identifying information would be removed after the data 
were compiled. The survey items were presented using the official language in Taiwan (i.e., Mandarin 
Chinese). We followed Brislin’s (1986) protocol for translating survey instruments. We first developed 
and/or selected scales in English from existing research. Next, following the procedure used in prior 
work (Farmer et al., 2003), one bilingual author engaged in translation and another performed back-
translation for all survey instructions and items, repeating the process until convergence was reached. 
The first wave of the survey included scales of a coworker’s confidence (other-ratings as well as self-
ratings as a control variable), competitiveness between participants and their coworkers, and 
participants’ demographics. The second wave included scales of the coworker’s competence and 
dominance. The third wave included a scale of the coworker’s persuasiveness.  
 
Measures 
 

Perceived coworker confidence (other-ratings). Participants rated four statements (1 = not 
at all; 7 = extremely, α = 0.95): “When my coworker and I disagree, my coworker is confident/self-
assured/sure/certain about his/her dissenting opinions.” These adjectives were included from existing 
confidence scales (e.g., Kleitman & Stankov, 2007; Martin Allwood et al., 2008; Sander & Sanders, 2009) 
and were cross-checked as synonyms of the word “confident” in a dictionary. 

Competitiveness. Participants evaluated five statements regarding felt competitiveness with 
their coworkers (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree, α = 0.87), adapted from Tjosvold et al. (2003) 
by replacing “team members” with “we” and “the other person” to fit our study context. Sample items 
are: “We structure things in ways that favor our individual goals rather than the other person’s goals,” 
and “We have a ‘win-lose‘ relationship.”2 

 
1 The results of ANOVA demonstrated that neither participants’ genders nor coworkers’ genders were 
significantly associated with any outcome variables. We also did not find any significant association 
between the length of time participants had worked with coworkers and any outcome variables. Thus, 
we did not include gender-related variables or length of time as control variables in subsequent 
analyses. 

2 Similar to other research that focused on individual perceptions of competitiveness (e.g., Tjosvold, 
1988b), we did not find shared perceptions of competitiveness within a coworker dyad (intra-class 
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Coworker competence and dominance. Participants responded to a three-item 
competence scale (1 = not at all; 7 = very much so, α = 0.97) that was adapted from Tsai et al. (2020) 
by adding a disagreement stem (“When…disagree”) and using the term coworker rather than partner: 
“When my coworker and I are working on a task together about which we disagree, my coworker is 
competent/effective/productive at the task.” The three-item dominance scale (1 = strongly disagree; 7 
= strongly agree, α = 0.86) was similarly adapted from Anderson and Kilduff (2009): “When my 
coworker and I are working on a task together about which we disagree, my coworker is 
dominant/assertive/ forceful.” 

Coworker persuasiveness. Participants rated four statements (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = 
strongly agree, α = 0.92) adapted from Chang et al. (2018) by replacing their original stem (regarding 
Facebook posts) with our disagreement stem: “When my coworker and I are working on a task 
together about which we disagree, my coworker’s opinions are 
persuasive/compelling/logical/plausible.” 

Control variable: coworker felt confidence (self-ratings). We also measured self-ratings of 
confidence as a control variable. Participants’ coworkers indicated their own confidence using a four-
item scale (1 = not at all; 7 = extremely, α = 0.96). Items for self-rated confidence were: “When my 
coworker and I disagree, I am confident/self-assured/sure/certain about my dissenting opinions.”  

Results and Discussion 

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics and correlations for the major variables in Study 1.3 
Distinguishing measures. We conducted comparative confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs) to 

examine discriminant validity. We used the following standards from Kline (2011): a comparative fit 
index of at least .90 (i.e., CFI ≥ .90) and a standardized root mean square residual of less than .10 (i.e., 
SRMR < .10). Fit statistics met acceptable standards for the six-factor model: χ2 = 537.70, df = 215, p 
< .001, CFI = .94, SRMR = 0.06. The results of chi-squared difference tests confirmed that the six-factor 
model achieved a significantly better fit than did other alternative models (i.e., five-, four-, three-, two-, 
and one-factor models), all ps < .001.4 

Hypothesis testing. We conducted multiple mixed-effects regression analyses with a 
maximum likelihood approach and utilized dyad identification numbers as a random intercept to 

correlation = 0.00, p = .728), which suggests individuals within the same dyad can and do perceive the 
competitiveness between them independently. This result aligns with related findings on reciprocity and 
meta-perceptions of competitiveness in coworker dyads (Eisenkraft, Elfenbein, & Kopelman, 2017). That 
is, these perceptions do not necessarily align between dyad members but depend on how each person 
views the relationship.  

3 We investigated but did not find any evidence for common method variance (CMV). Please see related 
analyses and results in the section titled “An Investigation on Common Method Variance in Study 1” in 
the supplemental materials. 

4 Please see the detailed results of chi-squared difference tests in the section titled “Results of 
Confirmatory Factor Analyses and Chi-squared Difference Tests in Study 1” in the supplemental 
materials. 
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control for any dyad differences (see Table 2).5 For comprehensiveness, we first examined the effects 
of confidence and competitiveness on persuasiveness. Model 1 results showed confidence was 
positively associated with persuasiveness (B = 0.54, SE = 0.05, p < .001).6 Model 2 results showed a 
non-significant interaction between confidence and competitiveness on persuasiveness (B = -0.05, SE 

= 0.03, p = .084). 
We also found significant main effects of confidence and competitiveness in addition to our 

hypothesis testing. Model 3 results demonstrated that perceived coworker confidence was positively 
associated with perceived coworker competence (B = 0.40, SE = 0.06, p < .001). Hypothesis 1 proposed 
competitiveness as a moderator to the confidence-competence link, specifically, weakening the 
positive link at higher levels of competitiveness. To test Hypothesis 1, Model 4 showed a significant 
interaction effect between coworker confidence and competitiveness on coworker competence (B = -
0.09, SE = 0.04, p = .011). To probe the interaction effect, we used a margin estimation method 
(Williams, 2012), which allows for simple slope analyses in the full range of a moderator measure. 
Given that participants’ average competitiveness scale scores ranged from 1 to 7 and participants 
indicated ratings from 1 to 7 for each competitiveness item, we performed simple slope analyses (i.e., 
the conditional effects of confidence) based on the scores of competitiveness from 1 to 7. Other 
researchers have also similarly used participants' responses to a moderator questionnaire, such as 
age in years (Piszczek & Pimputkar, 2020), to determine the cutoff points of simple slope analyses. 
Table 3 demonstrates the pattern of the interaction effect. The results demonstrated that when 
competitiveness was higher than the scale midpoint (4), the positive associations between coworker 
confidence and coworker competence became non-significant (all ps > .10). Thus, these results 
supported Hypothesis 1. 

Hypothesis 2 proposed competitiveness as a moderator to the confidence-dominance link, 
specifically, strengthening the positive link at higher levels of competitiveness. Model 5 demonstrated 
that confidence was positively related to dominance (B = 0.22, SE = 0.07, p < .001). Competitiveness 
was also positively associated with dominance (B = 0.23, SE = 0.07, p < .001). To test Hypothesis 2, 
Model 6 showed a significant interaction effect between confidence and competitiveness on 
dominance (B = 0.09, SE = 0.04, p = .039). Specifically, when perceived competition was the lowest score 
(1), the positive association between coworker confidence and coworker dominance became non-
significant (see the results in Table 3; B = 0.09, SE = 0.09, p = .317). Overall, these results supported 
Hypothesis 2.  

5 We also calculated intra-class correlations (ICCs) for the outcome variables to evaluate the effects of 
dyad differences. The results demonstrated that dyad differences did not significantly influence the 
analyses involving coworker competence (ICC = .00; p = .873), coworker dominance (ICC = .00; p = .894), 
or coworker persuasiveness (ICC = .00; p = .949). 

6 To be consistent with our theoretical predictions, we used perceived (i.e., other-rated) coworker 
confidence in the regression analyses in the manuscript. However, as noted in the measures section, we 
conducted separate analyses using coworkers’ self-rated confidence as an additional predictor (control 
variable) for the regression analyses reported in the manuscript. We found that the inclusion of this 
variable did not significantly change the results. Coworkers’ self-rated confidence did not significantly 
predict coworker competence or persuasiveness. Please see the relevant results of these additional 
regression analyses in the section titled “Regression Analyses in Study 1 with Coworker Felt Confidence 
as a Control” in the supplemental materials. 
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Table 1. Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations of Focal Variables in Study 1 

Variables Mean SD 

1. Coworker felt confidence 4.52 1.36 

2. Coworker confidence 4.84 1.42 

3. Felt competitiveness 2.57 1.39 

4. Coworker competence 5.19 1.45 

5. Coworker dominance 3.69 1.55 

1. 

0.16* 

-0.11

0.01 

0.06 

2. 3. 4. 

-0.19**

0.38*** -0.03

0.17** 0.17** 0.15* 

5. 

6. Coworker persuasiveness 4.81 1.37 0.04 0.55*** -0.11 0.64*** 0.23*** 

Note: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. Coworker felt confidence is measured as a self-rating (i.e., from the expresser's, or target's, perspective), all other measures are 

perceiver-ratings (i.e., the perceiver's judgments of the target and the competitiveness between them felt by the perceiver). 

Table 2. Regression Analyses in Study 1 

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 

DV: Coworker DV: Coworker DV: Coworker DV: Coworker DV: Coworker DV: Coworker DV: Coworker 

persuasiveness persuasiveness competence competence dominance dominance persuasiveness 

Predictors 

Coworker 0.54*** 0.68*** 0.40*** 0.64*** 0.22*** 0.01 0.38*** 

confidence (0.05) (0.10) (0.06) (0.11) (0.07) (0.12) (0.08) 

Competitiveness 0.00 0.26 0.05 0.50** 0.23*** -0.18 0.05 

(0.05) (0.16) (0.06) (0.19) (0.07) (0.21) (0.14) 

Coworker -0.05 -0.09* 0.09* -0.02

confidence x (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03)

Competitiveness 

Coworker 0.46***

competence (0.05)

Coworker 0.09*

dominance (0.04)

R2 .31 .31 .15 .17 .07 .08 .53 

Wald)( 110.88*** 115.69*** 44.00*** 51.66*** 18.27*** 22.86*** 287.85*** 

Notes: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. All measures are perceiver-ratings of a target coworker (expresser). All regression coefficients are unstandardized. Numbers in 

parentheses represent standard errors. DV is used to indicate dependent variable. We used the R-squared value created by Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal (2008) for mixed-

effects regression models. 
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To examine the associations between the mediators and persuasiveness, Model 7 showed 
that competence (B = 0.46, SE = 0.05, p < .001) and dominance (B = 0.09, SE = 0.04, p = .018) were both 
positively associated with persuasiveness. To test Hypothesis 3, which specifies a weaker positive 
indirect effect of confidence on persuasiveness via competence in situations with higher 
competitiveness, we used the regression coefficients and standard errors from the previous results 
and computed confidence intervals (CIs) based on Tofighi and MacKinnon (2011). Supporting 
Hypothesis 3, the results demonstrated a significant indirect interaction effect of confidence and 
competitiveness on persuasiveness via competence (B = -0.04, SE = 0.02, 95% CI = [-0.08, -0.01]). Table 
4 presents the pattern of the effects. Specifically, when competitiveness was higher than the midpoint 
(4), the indirect positive effects of confidence on persuasiveness via competence became non-
significant.  

Hypotheses 4a and 4b specify a stronger positive (4a) or negative (4b) indirect effect of 
confidence on persuasiveness via dominance in situations with higher competitiveness. Supporting 
neither Hypothesis 4a nor 4b, the results demonstrated a non-significant indirect interaction of 
confidence and competitiveness on persuasiveness via dominance (B = 0.00, SE = 0.01, 95% CI = [-0.01, 
0.02]). In summary, higher competitiveness weakened the association between confidence and 
competence but strengthened the association between confidence and dominance. However, the 
interaction of confidence and competitiveness indirectly influenced persuasiveness via competence 
but not dominance. We also did not include a task-relevant disagreement as the specific context in 
our instructions for the competitiveness scale and therefore used experiments in Studies 2 and 3 to 
create a context of task-relevant disagreement.   

Studies 2 and 3: Experiments with a Decision-making Task 

Participants and Design 

Study 2 and 3 consisted of 599 and 501 adults, respectively (S2/S37: 42/58% male, 57/41% 
female, 1/1% other: those who did not identify within the gender binary or preferred not to disclose 
gender information, M age = 19.42/33.57 years, SD age = 1.21/10.46 years), in our final samples. We 
initially recruited 666 university students who participated in Study 2 for course credit. In Study 3, we 
recruited an initial sample of 552 adults by giving monetary compensation of £1.88 to participants on 
Prolific Academic (the currency used by Prolific.co; Palan & Schitter, 2018). 8  We removed 67 
participants in Study 2 and 51 participants in Study 3 before analysis based on pre-registered criteria 
(incomplete responses for focal variables, inappropriate responses to open-ended questions, 
suspicion of whether the task co-decider was real, or issues hearing the video clips of the co-decider). 
Both studies used a two-by-two factorial design with a neutral condition. Participants were randomly 
assigned to a low confidence/low competitiveness, low confidence/high competitiveness, high 
confidence/low competitiveness, high confidence/high competitiveness, or neutral condition. In each 
study, each condition included at least 94 participants. 

7 “S2” and “S3” are used throughout the analyses to indicate Study 2 and Study 3, respectively. 

8 In Study 3, two additional participants than the 550 indicated in the pre-registration were included due 
to technical issues.  
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Table 3. The Effects of Coworker Confidence at Different Levels of Felt Competitiveness in Study 1 

Competitiveness 

Scale point 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Note: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. 

The association between coworker confidence and competence 

B SE 

0.55*** 0.08 

0.45*** 0.06 

0.36*** 0.06 

0.27** 0.08 

0.17 0.11 

0.08 0.14 

-0.02 0.17 

The association between coworker confidence and dominance 

B SE 

0.09 0.09 

0.18* 0.07 

0.26*** 0.07 

0.35*** 0.09 

0.44*** 0.12 

0.52** 0.16 

0.61** 0.20 

Table 4. The Indirect Effects of Coworker Confidence via Competence at Different Levels of Felt Competitiveness in Study 1 

Competitiveness 

Scale point 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

The indirect association between coworker confidence and 

persuasiveness via competence 

B SE 

0.25 0.05 

0.21 0.04 

0.16 0.03 

0.12 0.04 

0.08 0.05 

0.04 0.07 

-0.01 0.08 

95% Confidence Interval 

[0.17, 0.34] 

[0.14, 0.28] 

[0.10, 0.23] 

[0.05, 0.20] 

[-0.02, 0.18] 

[-0.09, 0.16] 

[-0.17, 0.15] 
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Procedure 

In Studies 2 and 3, participants completed an online study and followed the same procedure. 
All study stimuli were presented to participants via Qualtrics. To promote engagement and motivation, 
participants were first asked to indicate whether they would commit to providing their best answers 
(Tsai et al., 2019; all participants in the final sample responded affirmatively). Next, participants read 
a detailed scenario (modified from Fischer et al., 2005) in which they were instructed to imagine 
themselves as a hiring officer for the corporate headquarters of a conglomeration of boutique fashion 
houses. Participants were presented with a corporate decision involving what the frequency of 
performance reviews and the length of a contract renewal period should be for a company executive 
of one of the conglomerate companies, Mr. Stanley. Participants read information about both 
advantages and disadvantages of a high versus low frequency of performance reviews and a long 
versus short duration for the contract renewal period. 

Next, participants read that they would be paired with another participant to discuss and 
reach agreements on these two issues. They also entered their initials and read a message that 
participants should refer to each other using their initials for the remainder of the study. Subsequently, 
to manipulate participants’ felt competitiveness, participants in the high (low) competitiveness 
condition were requested to describe how they would work competitively (non-competitively) with 
their assigned co-decider. We used the content of the competitiveness scale in Study 1 to develop the 
instructions. To reinforce the differentiation in felt competitiveness across the conditions, we 
presented the task as a negotiation in the high competitiveness condition and a discussion in the low 
competitiveness or neutral condition because negotiations make opposing interests or 
competitiveness more salient than discussions (Straus, 1999). Participants in the neutral condition did 
not receive instructions regarding competitiveness, but read: “To help you prepare for the task, please 
describe below how you will work with your counterpart on the scenario regarding Mr. Stanley.” 

Subsequently, participants indicated their initial preferences regarding the two task issues 
(review frequency and contract duration) on a scale of 0 (monthly review; five-year renewal) to 100 
(annual review; one-year renewal) for each issue and provided reasons for each preference. They also 
read that their preferences and reasons would be shared with their co-decider. To increase the 
realism of the assigned co-decider, participants were compelled to wait to be paired with their co-
decider. They were then informed they had been paired with “KA” and were given a chance to send a 
text message to KA. They also read that their co-decider would send them a message in randomly-
assigned text/written or video/recorded format (all participants were actually shown a video, as 
described below). They were then asked to wait while KA responded.  

Afterward, participants received a different video message from KA based on condition. All 
clips were pre-recorded using an actor (e.g., Carli et al., 1995; Kopelman et al., 2006) to ensure 
consistency across conditions except for the intended verbal and nonverbal differences in expressed 
confidence and competitiveness. The same female actor, clothing, and setting were used in all clips. 
The actor was trained in how to express low/high confidence nonverbally through multiple channels, 
including appropriate facial and body movements and tone of voice. We followed prior research 
demonstrating that confidence can be conveyed by seeming surer of oneself, including having a 
straight posture, direct eye gaze, lifted chin, using a comfortably loud rather than soft volume, and 
displaying an appearance of strength (Ko et al., 2015; Locke & Anderson, 2015). 

To increase the realism of the co-decider’s message, the video began by including an 
“accidental” partial revelation of KA’s full name: “Hi, I’m…Ki…I mean, KA. I read your response to Mr. 
Stanley’s situation.” In the second part of the message, the verbal content differed by condition to 
appropriately convey confidence and competitiveness regarding whose solution should be chosen. In 
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the neutral condition, the message conveyed the initial opinion disagreement: “My thoughts are 
different from yours.” This disagreement message was also used in other conditions. However, the 
message was not designed to include cues related to confidence or competitiveness. In contrast, the 
(high)/(low) confidence and high competitiveness condition stated: “My thinking is different from 
yours. But I (feel pretty confident)/(don’t feel totally confident) we should use my idea as the solution.” 
Moreover, the messages in the (high)/(low) confidence and low competitiveness condition were: “My 
thinking is different from yours. But I (feel pretty confident)/(don’t feel totally confident) we can 
consider my idea as one of our possible solutions.” 

To ensure that participants could view the video properly and to reinforce the manipulation, 
they were requested to type the content of KA’s message before moving on. They then indicated their 
perceptions of KA’s competence and dominance. Afterward, they received an opposing preference 
from KA on each issue. For instance, if a participant initially submitted scores of 80 for performance 
review (indicating stronger preference for annual rather than monthly frequency) and 20 for contract 
length (stronger preference for five- rather than one-year renewal), KA’s response indicated scores of 
11 (preference for monthly) and 89 (preference for one-year renewal), respectively. To standardize 
the co-decider’s responses across participant variations in preference, we consistently presented 
scores of either 11 or 89 for each issue, depending on which would most oppose the participant’s 
initial preference on that issue. Participants also received corresponding reasons for KA’s preferences 
that were aligned with KA’s numerical selection for that issue (11 or 89). We pre-tested plausible 
reasons in a separate pilot study to ensure KA’s reasons were consistently persuasive regardless of 
the selection (p > .05 for each comparison between reasons included in our final study design). 
Example reasons provided by KA included “higher performance review frequency will provide a more 
accurate evaluation of Mr. Stanley’s performance” versus “lower performance review frequency 
because it will decrease Mr. Stanley’s anxiety and stress due to performance evaluations.” Participants 
then indicated their revised preferences and reasons for the two issues and their evaluation of KA’s 
persuasiveness. Next, they completed manipulation check scales regarding KA’s confidence and the 
competitiveness between themselves and KA and were probed for any suspicion regarding KA and 
their motivation to complete the study. Finally, participants were debriefed (including a disclosure that 
the interaction was simulated) and received compensation. 

 
Measures 
 

Co-decider competence and dominance. We adapted the same scales as in Study 1 for co-
decider competence (1 = not at all; 7 = very much so, S2/S3: α = 0.93/0.95; e.g., “While working on the 
task together, KA seems competent at the task.”) and dominance (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly 
agree, S2/S3: α = 0.94/0.91; e.g., “While working on the task together, KA seems dominant.”). 

Co-decider persuasiveness. Persuasiveness was measured in two ways. First, we adapted 
the same scale as in Study 1 to assess co-decider persuasiveness (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly 
agree, S2/S3: α = 0.89/0.91; e.g., “In deciding how to revise my response, KA’s opinions were 
persuasive.”). Second, similar to prior research on social influence (e.g., Adam et al., 2010; Driskell et 
al., 1993; Tsai & Li, 2020), we used participants’ preference changes on the two task issues (i.e., review 
frequency and contract length) as a behavioral measure of persuasiveness. This method of measuring 
persuasiveness provided a more fine-grained means to examine exactly how much individuals would 
be willing to move toward their disagreeing co-decider. For example, if a participant initially indicated 
preferences of 80 (lower frequency) and 70 (shorter renewal), they would receive KA’s response of 11 
(higher frequency) and 11 (longer renewal). If the participant’s revised preference selections were 20 
and 15, the participant’s total change score—that is, how much their preferences moved toward KA’s—
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would be: (80-20) + (70-15) = 115 (we also allowed for negative change scores, if the participant’s 
revised preferences moved farther away from KA’s preferences; see similar methodology in Driskell 
et al., 1993). In this way, movement indicated both the degree and direction that a persuasion attempt 
influenced the recipient. The correlation between the self-report and behavioral measures of 
persuasiveness was significantly positive (S2/S3: r = 0.48/0.42, p < .001). 

Manipulation checks. We adapted the same scales of confidence and competitiveness as 
Study 1. Participants rated four statements about the co-decider’s confidence (1 = not at all; 7 = 
extremely, S2/S3: α = 0.98/0.98; e.g., KA seems… “confident about his/her dissenting opinions,” “certain 
about his/her dissenting opinions”) and five statements regarding competitiveness between 
themselves and the co-decider (1 = strongly disagree; 7 = strongly agree, S2/S3: α = 0.88/0.90; e.g., “We 
are structuring things in ways that favor our individual goals rather than the other person's goals.”).9 

 
Results and Discussion 
 

Table 5 presents descriptive statistics and correlations of major variables in Studies 2-3. 
 

Manipulation checks. We used ANOVAs and tests of planned contrasts to examine the 
effectiveness of the manipulations. For confidence, the results demonstrated a significant difference 
among the low, high, and neutral conditions in the expected direction (S2/S3: F = 613.63/239.45, p 
< .001/< .001). Specifically, participants in the low confidence condition (S2/S3: M = 2.46/3.00, SD = 
1.35/1.59) perceived their co-deciders as less confident than those in the high confidence (S2/S3: M = 
5.90/5.72, SD = 0.93/1.03; t = -33.54/-20.55, p < .001/< .001) and neutral conditions (S2/S3: M = 5.38/5.47, 
SD = 1.01/1.25; t = -22.84/-15.36, p < .001/< .001), which indicates the confidence manipulation was 
effective. Additionally, we did not find a consistent significant difference between the high confidence 
and neutral conditions (S2/S3: t = -4.05/-1.53, p = <.001/=.127), which suggested that, as a baseline, 
participants may perceive a co-decider as confident without cues to indicate otherwise. For perceived 
competitiveness, we found a significant difference among the low, high, and neutral conditions (S2/S3: 
F = 35.50/36.39, p < .001/< .001). Specifically, participants in the low competitiveness condition (S2/S3: 
M = 2.89/2.80, SD = 1.35/1.48) perceived the interaction as less competitive than those in the high 
competitiveness condition (S2/S3: M = 3.91/4.05, SD = 1.40/1.43; t = -8.27/-8.42, p < .001/<.001). 
Participants in the neutral condition (S2/S3: M = 3.18/3.62, SD = 1.26/1.54) perceived less 
competitiveness than those in the high competitiveness condition (S2/S3: t = -4.76/-2.37, p 
< .001/= .018). We also found that participants in the low competitiveness condition perceived less 
competitiveness than in the neutral condition, but this difference was not consistently significant 
(S2/S3: t = -1.88/-4.58, p = .060/< .001). These findings suggested that participants may perceive their 
interactions with a co-decider as non-competitive during situations with either no competition cues 
or with explicit non-competition cues. Given the significant differentiation of high versus low 

 
9 We also conducted comparable CFAs for all the scales with multiple items in Study 2, and the results 
supported that these measures are separate constructs. Please see the detailed results in the section 
titled “Results of Confirmatory Factor Analyses and Chi-squared Difference Tests in Study 2” in the 
supplemental materials. 
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confidence and competition and the fact that these were our main focal variables, we focused on the 
four conditions without the neutral condition in our subsequent analyses.10  

Hypothesis testing. We next conducted ordinary least squares regressions comparing the 
four conditions of interest to test our model: low (coding = 0) and high (coding = 1) confidence and 
competitiveness (see Tables 6 and 7). We include all analyses for comprehensiveness. Models 1 and 2 
showed that competitiveness decreased co-decider persuasiveness for both (1) self-report and (2) 
behavioral measures (S2/S3: persuasiveness 1: B = -0.50/-0.44, SE = 0.11/0.14, p < .001/= .002; 
persuasiveness 2: B = -17.01/-12.36, SE = 3.51/4.94, p < .001/= .013). Models 3 and 4 did not consistently 
show significant interaction effects between confidence and competitiveness on persuasiveness 
(S2/S3: persuasiveness 1: B = -0.48/-0.31, SE = 0.23/0.28, p = .037/= .268; persuasiveness 2: B = 0.22/-
17.01, SE = 7.03/9.85, p = .975/= .085). A significant interaction effect was found only from the self-
reported persuasiveness measure in Study 2, which showed a stronger negative association between 
confidence and persuasiveness in higher competitiveness (lower competitiveness: B = 0.05, SE = 0.16, 
p = .777; higher competitiveness: B = -0.43, SE = 0.16, p = .007). However, this significant effect may be 
unreliable because we did not find similar significant effects in the other four tests across the three 
studies. 

Moreover, Model 5 showed that competitiveness consistently and significantly decreased 
perceptions of competence (S2/S3: B = -0.38/-0.63, SE = 0.12/0.14, p = .002/< .001), although the effect 
of confidence was not consistent (S2/S3: B = 0.51/0.14, SE = 0.12/0.14, p < .001/= .304. Model 6 also 
showed a significant interaction effect between perceived confidence and competitiveness on 
perceived competence (S2/S3: B = -0.77/-0.90, SE = 0.24/0.27, p = .001/< .001). Specifically, the results 
of simple slope analyses showed that when competitiveness was higher, the effect of confidence on 
competence became non-significant (S2/S3: lower competitiveness: B = 0.90/0.57, SE = 0.17/0.19, p 
< .001/= .003; higher competitiveness: B = 0.13/-0.33, SE = 0.17/0.20, p = .425/= .091), supporting 
Hypothesis 1. Figure 2 demonstrates the pattern of this interaction effect. 

We next examined perceived dominance as a dependent variable. Model 7 showed that 
confidence was positively related to dominance (S2/S3: B = 2.78/2.10, SE = 0.12/0.15, p < .001/< .001), 
although competitiveness was not significantly related (S2/S3: B = 0.22/0.21, SE = 0.12/0.15, p 
= .065/= .150). Model 8 showed a significant interaction effect between confidence and 
competitiveness on dominance (S2/S3: B = 1.05/1.57, SE = 0.24/0.29, p < .001/< .001). Specifically, 
simple slope analyses demonstrated that when competitiveness was higher, the positive association 
between co-decider confidence and co-decider dominance became stronger (S2/S3: higher 
competitiveness: B = 3.30/2.93, SE = 0.17/0.21, p < .001/< .001; lower competitiveness: B = 2.25/1.36, 
SE = 0.17/0.20, p < .001/< .001), supporting Hypothesis 2. Figure 3 demonstrates the pattern of this 
interaction effect. Consistent with the findings of Study 1, Models 9 and 10 showed that competence 
was positively associated with persuasiveness (S2/S3: persuasiveness 1: B = 0.34/0.38, SE = 0.04/0.05, 
p < .001/< .001; persuasiveness 2: B = 6.19/5.11, SE = 1.34/1.81, p < .001/= .005). However, dominance 
was not consistently significantly associated with persuasiveness (S2/S3: persuasiveness 1: B = -

 
10 Although the results of the neutral condition were less relevant to our hypotheses, for 
comprehensiveness, we examined additional differences in the focal variables. Please see the section 
titled “Differences Across Conditions in Study 2” in the supplemental materials. 
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0.01/0.04, SE = 0.04/0.05, p = .756/= .358; persuasiveness 2: B = -0.72/-3.72, SE = 1.35/1.71, p 
= .593/= .030), so these results should be interpreted with caution.11 

Figure 2. The Interaction Effect of Confidence and Competitiveness on Competence in Studies 2 and 3 

Study 2 

Study 3 

11 Additionally, analyses showed competence was more positively associated with persuasiveness than 
dominance in both studies. Please see “Differential Predictability of Competence and Dominance” in the 
supplemental materials. 
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Figure 3. The Interaction Effect of Confidence and Competitiveness on Dominance in Studies 2 and 3 

Study 2 

Study 3 

To test Hypothesis 3, we computed CIs using the previous regression results and 
bootstrapping with 10,000 repetitions (Hayes, 2013). We found significant indirect interaction effects 
of confidence and competitiveness for both persuasiveness measures via competence (S2/S3: 
persuasiveness 1: B = -0.26/-0.34, SE = 0.09/0.11, 95% CI = [-0.45, -0.10]/[-0.59, -0.14]; persuasiveness 
2: B = -4.79/-4.60, SE = 1.91/2.24, 95% CI = [-9.02, -1.57]/[-10.26, -1.16]). Specifically, when 
competitiveness was higher, the indirect positive association between confidence and persuasiveness 
via competence became non-significant (S2/S3: persuasiveness 1 lower competitiveness: B = 0.31/0.22, SE = 
0.07/0.07, 95% CI = [0.18, 0.45]/[0.09, 0.38]; persuasiveness 2 lower competitiveness: B = 5.58/2.90, SE = 
1.72/1.43, 95% CI = [2.55, 9.29]/[0.71, 6.43]; persuasiveness 1 higher competitiveness: B = 0.04/-0.13, SE = 
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0.06/0.08, 95% CI = [-0.07, 0.17]/ [-0.30, 0.03]; persuasiveness 2 higher competitiveness: B = 0.80/-1.70, SE = 
1.16/1.31, 95% CI = [-1.42, 3.24]/[-5.21, 0.12]), supporting Hypothesis 3. 

However, in testing dominance as a mediator, we did not find a consistent significant indirect 
interaction effect (S2/S3: persuasiveness 1: B = -0.01/0.07, SE = 0.04/0.08, 95% CI = [-0.10, 0.07]/[-0.08, 
0.23]), persuasiveness 2: B = -0.75/-5.86, SE = 1.73/3.31, 95% CI = [-4.22, 2.72]/[-13.44, -0.30]), which did 
not consistently support Hypothesis 4a or 4b. The only significant interaction indirect effect appeared 
in the behavioral persuasiveness measure in Study 3. Specifically, when competitiveness was higher, 
the indirect association between confidence and the behavioral persuasiveness measure via 
dominance became more negative (S3: persuasiveness 2 lower competitiveness: B = -5.06, SE = 2.61, 95% CI = 
[-10.70, -0.34]; persuasiveness 2 higher competitiveness: B = -10.92, SE = 5.60, 95% CI = [-22.43, -0.39]). Thus, 
we did not find consistent support for Hypothesis 4a or 4b. Together, the findings of Studies 2 and 3 
replicated those of Study 1 and provided evidence for the interactive causal effects of confidence and 
competitiveness by showing that competitiveness eliminated the positive effect of confidence on 
persuasiveness via competence. However, the findings of Studies 1-3 also demonstrated inconsistent 
associations between dominance and persuasiveness, suggesting that dominance may have an 
unreliable, and potentially harmful, influence on persuasiveness.  

 
General Discussion 

 
Across three studies, we consistently find that higher competitiveness eliminates the positive 

impact of expressed confidence on perceived competence but enhances the positive effect of 
expressed confidence on perceived dominance. Subsequently, the relationship between competence 
and persuasiveness is more positive than the relationship between dominance and persuasiveness, 
demonstrating that competence rather than dominance is a more reliable, positive mechanism 
whereby persuasiveness is increased in disagreement settings. The findings are consistent across a 
diverse range of samples, including a multi-wave field survey of coworker dyads and two experiments. 
Importantly, we also find the pattern of results remains consistent across samples from different 
cultures, supporting the overall generalizability of the findings. Together, these results suggest that 
confidence expressions in low (versus high) levels of felt competitiveness maximize perceived 
competence and minimize perceived dominance during disagreements. In such situations, expressers 
enhance their persuasiveness by conveying competence rather than dominance. 

 
Theoretical Implications 
 
 Our research contributes to the literature on social cognition. Although previous research has 
demonstrated that competitiveness is negatively associated with warmth perceptions such as 
tolerance and good nature, but not significantly associated with competence perceptions (Fiske et al., 
2002), our research suggests that competitiveness is relevant for competence perceptions. That is, 
high competitiveness eliminates the positive association between expressed confidence and 
perceived competence, which suggests a tendency to discount a confident competitor’s knowledge 
under higher competitiveness. Furthermore, existing research shows that competence and 
dominance are two dimensions of agency (i.e., qualities related to goal-attainment, Abele et al., 2016), 
which suggests similarity between them. However, our investigation demonstrates that felt 
competitiveness helps differentiate between perceptions of competence and dominance. Specifically, 
high competitiveness weakens the positive association between expressed confidence and perceived 
competence but strengthens the positive relationship between expressed confidence and perceived 
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dominance. These findings suggest that under higher competitiveness, expressed confidence may be 
viewed more strongly as a self-interested tool to dominate others rather than as a cue of expertise. 

Moreover, our interpersonal approach diverges from extant research on confidence and 
conflict management that has largely emphasized the importance of self-confidence (e.g., training 
programs to improve negotiators’ self-confidence; Taylor et al., 2008). This stream of research 
suggests that self-perceived confidence promotes effective conflict resolution, for example, by 
motivating people to seek solutions to satisfy all parties in a conflict (Corcoran & Mallinckrodt, 2000). 
In contrast, our findings show that self-perceptions of confidence are less predictive than are 
perceivers’ evaluations of a target’s confidence. Importantly, our findings suggest that a combination 
of higher expressed confidence and lower competitiveness translates into a higher perception of a 
counterpart’s competence, which subsequently predicts the counterpart’s higher persuasiveness 
during disagreements. 

Our examination also helps clarify the association between expressed confidence and 
perceived dominance. Previous research has found inconsistent links between confidence 
expressions and perceived dominance, including a significant positive relationship (Scherer et al., 1973) 
and a non-significant association (Van Zant & Berger, 2020), in non-disagreement contexts. Our 
research adds to this growing body of findings, showing a significant positive relationship between 
confidence expressions and perceived dominance during a task-relevant disagreement. This 
relationship is also strengthened when competitiveness is higher. Taken together, our results and 
prior work suggest that task-relevant disagreement and competitiveness may influence the link 
between expressed confidence and perceived dominance.  

Our studies also demonstrate that perceptions of a counterpart’s competence are more 
positively associated with the counterpart’s persuasiveness than are perceptions of a counterpart’s 
dominance. Specifically, we did not find a consistent association between perceived dominance and 
persuasiveness (i.e., a significantly positive association in Study 1 and a non-significant and/or 
significantly negative association in Studies 2 and 3), which suggests these results should be 
interpreted with caution. However, given the consistent findings for competence, for persuaders, 
these studies underscore the value of expressing task-relevant rather than dominance cues (Driskell 
et al., 1993). Supporting this argument, prior work has posited that dominant people may have 
insufficient task-relevant skills and thus cannot effectively exert significant influence or lead others to 
achieve task goals (Bai, 2017). Our investigation confirms that perceived competence creates greater 
social influence than does perceived dominance. 

 
Practical Implications and Future Research Directions 
 
 Our research offers practical suggestions for how people can express confidence to create 
social perceptions and enhance persuasiveness during disagreements, depending on 
competitiveness. Specifically, our findings suggest that when perceivers’ felt competitiveness is lower, 
expressed confidence becomes more effective for signaling competence, thereby increasing 
persuasiveness. Moreover, lower competitiveness reduces the association between expressed 
confidence and perceived dominance. Perceived dominance also does not consistently predict 
persuasiveness. Thus, individuals can express higher levels of confidence to signal their competence 
and thus enhance their persuasiveness when others’ felt competitiveness is lower. Managers can help 
establish non-competitive climates for joint tasks to create more conducive spaces for employees to 
express their confidence. One way for managers to mitigate competitiveness is by emphasizing that 
each employee is working toward the same goals, and implementing incentives that reward joint work 
rather than individual employees (Beersma et al., 2003). Doing so may facilitate effective persuasion 
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processes during disagreements by bolstering associations between expressed confidence and 
perceptions of competence rather than perceptions of dominance. 

The limitations of our studies offer several promising opportunities for future research. First, 
future research can examine whether the frequency of interactions will influence the joint effect of 
expressed confidence and felt competitiveness on persuasiveness because we only found this 
significant joint effect in a limited interaction scenario (i.e., Study 2) rather than in a working 
relationship with repeated interactions (i.e., Study 1). Second, we did not directly compare in the same 
study how impressions in the moment versus well-established impressions may influence 
persuasiveness via perceived dominance. More specifically, future work should explore whether 
people are less resistant to another’s dominance when they are used to the other’s behavior. Finally, 
our research primarily compared expressions of high and low confidence, but people may use other 
expressions to convey belief in their ideas. For example, a lack of confidence could also be perceived 
as doubt (Samuels et al., 2017) or ambivalence (e.g., feeling both positive and negative about one’s 
idea; Rothman et al., 2017), which are likely to have divergent effects on persuasiveness. Future 
research would benefit from exploring the effects of different confidence-related expressions. 

 
Conclusion 
 

Prior research on the effectiveness of confidence in disagreements has focused on the effects 
of self-confidence rather than perceptions of a counterpart’s confidence, and on situations in which 
individuals have common interests. We extend this research by exploring how felt competitiveness 
and expressed confidence interact to influence perceptions of the counterpart’s competence and 
dominance during disagreement, thus affecting persuasiveness. Overall, our results suggest that 
individuals can optimize their persuasiveness by expressing high confidence only when others’ felt 
competitiveness is low. Furthermore, when people express less confidence in their ideas under higher 
competitiveness, they are less likely to signal dominance, thereby preventing the potential negative 
effects of dominance on persuasiveness. Together, this research provides a useful guide for 
expressing confidence that can enhance competence perceptions and thus optimize persuasiveness. 
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Table 5. Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations of Focal Variables in Studies 2 and 3 

Study 2 Variables Mean SD 

1. Co-decider confidence 0.01 0.90 

2. Competitiveness 0.01 0.90 

3. Co-decider competence 4.69 1.34 

4. Co-decider dominance 3.79 1.85 

5. Co-decider persuasiveness 1 4.65 1.24 

6. Co-decider persuasiveness 2 47.89 38.86 

Study 3 Variables Mean SD 

1. Co-decider confidence 0.01 0.89 

2. Competitiveness -0.04 0.89 

3. Co-decider competence 4.88 1.42 

4. Co-decider dominance 3.79 1.76 

5. Co-decider persuasiveness 1 4.69 1.44 

1. 

0.01 

0.17*** 

0.68*** 

-0.07 

-0.01 

1. 

-0.01

0.05

0.53***

0.02

2. 

-0.12**

0.06 

-0.18*** 

-0.20*** 

2. 

-0.20***

0.05

3. 4. 

0.16***

0.36*** -0.05

0.20*** -0.02

3. 4. 

0.00 

-0.13** 0.40*** 0.01 

5. 

0.48***

5. 

6. Co-decider persuasiveness 2 48.96 49.42 0.07 -0.11 * 0.14** -0.05 0.42***

Note: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. Co-decider confidence and competitiveness are manipulated variables (by condition) and are each coded as -1 = low condition, 0 = 

neutral condition, and 1 = high condition. Co-decider persuasiveness 1 and 2 indicate different measures of persuasiveness; persuasiveness 1 (self-report) refers to 

participants' assessment of the co-decider's persuasiveness based on the persuasiveness scale, whereas persuasiveness 2 (behavioral) reflects participants' behavioral 

preference changes in the decision task. 
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Table 6. Regression Analyses in Study 2 

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider 

persuasiveness 1 persuasiveness 2 persuasiveness 1 persuasiveness 2 competence 

Predictors 

Co-decider confidence -0.20 -0.49 0.05 -0.60 0.51 *** 

(0.11) (3.51) (0.16) (4.99) (0.12) 

Competitiveness -0.50*** -17.01*** -0.26 -17.12*** -0.37**

(0.11) (3.51) (0.16) (5.01) (0.12)

Co-decider confidence x -0.48* 0.22

Competitiveness (0.23) (7.03)

R2 .04 .OS .OS .OS .06 

F 11.25*** 11.75*** 9.02*** 7.81*** 14.09*** 

Variables Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 

DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider 

competence dominance dominance persuasiveness 1 persuasiveness 2 

Predictors 

Co-decider confidence 0.90*** 2.78*** 2.25*** -0.23 -4.57

(0.17) (0.12) (0.17) (0.18) (5.79)

Competitiveness 0.01 0.22 -0.31 -0.27 -17.45***

(0.17) (0.12) (0.17) (0.15) (4.93)

Co-decider confidence x -0.77** 1.05*** -0.20 5.75

Competitiveness (0.24) (0.24) (0.22) (7.14)

Co-decider competence 0.34*** 6.19*** 

(0.04) (1.34) 

Co-decider dominance -0.01 -0.72

(0.04) (1.34)

R2 .08 .53 .55 .17 .09 

F 13.13*** 269.11*** 192.93*** 19.40*** 9.11*** 

Notes: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. All regression coefficients are unstandardized. Numbers in parentheses represent standard errors. DV is used to indicate the 
dependent variable. Co-decider confidence and competitiveness are each coded as 0 = low condition and 1 = high condition. Co-decider persuasiveness 1 and 2 indicate 
different measures of persuasiveness; persuasiveness 1 (self-report) refers to participants' assessment of the co-decider's persuasiveness based on the self-report 
persuasiveness scale whereas persuasiveness 2 reflects participants' behavioral preference changes in the decision task. 
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Table 7. Regression Analyses in Study 3 

Variables Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 

DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider 

persuasiveness 1 persuasiveness 2 persuasiveness 1 persuasiveness 2 competence 

Predictors 

Co-decider confidence 0.05 7.04 0.20 15.1 O* 0.14 

(0.14) (4.93) (0.19) (6.78) (0.14) 

Competitiveness -0.44** -12.36* -0.28 -3.81 -0.63***

(0.14) (4.94) (0.20) (6.98) (0.14)

Co-decider confidence x -0.31 -17.01

Competitiveness (0.28) (9.85)

R2 .02 .02 .03 .03 .OS 

F 4.98** 4.20* 3.73* 3.81* 11.01*** 

Variables Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 Model 10 

DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider DV: Co-decider 

competence dominance dominance persuasiveness 1 persuasiveness 2 

Predictors 

Co-decider confidence 0.57** 2.10*** 1.36*** -0.08 17.26* 

(0.19) (0.15) (0.20) (0.19) (7.14) 

Competitiveness -0.17 0.21 -0.58** -0.19 -5.07

(0.19) (0.15) (0.20) (0.19) (6.97)

Co-decider confidence x -0.90*** 1.57*** -0.03 -6.55

Competitiveness (0.27) (0.29) (0.27) (10.25)

Co-decider competence 0.38*** 5.11** 

(0.05) (1.81) 

Co-decider dominance 0.04 -3.72*

(0.05) (1.71)

R2 .08 .34 .39 .17 .06 

F 11.20*** 101.87*** 83.00*** 15.70*** 4.72*** 

Notes: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. All regression coefficients are unstandardized. Numbers in parentheses represent standard errors. DV is used to indicate 
dependent variable. Co-decider confidence and competitiveness are each coded as 0 = low condition and 1 = high condition. Co-decider persuasiveness 1 and 2 indicate 
different measures of persuasiveness; persuasiveness 1 (self-report) refers to participants' assessment of the co-decider's persuasiveness based on the self-report 
persuasiveness scale whereas persuasiveness 2 reflects participants' behavioral preference changes in the decision task. 
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